Name:

Week of:

Directions:

__________________________

You Choose!

Try to choose at least one activity from every column. Staple all work to this paper when you hand
it in.

Daily Math

Math Book

Computer

Problem Solving

3
points

Complete as
much Mountain
Math as you can.
(Possible 6
pointer!!)

Amazing Facts!
Answer all of the
questions on pages
74-75 in your math
book.

Try the White House Math Challenge! Go to
http://www.whitehouse.gov/kids/math/eleme
ntary/chl_260.html. Read the problem, and
see if you get the right answer.

Play the game 24. Practice six 2dot 24 cards. Write your answers
on a piece of tablet paper and
attach it to this paper.

2
points

Finish all of the
problems on your
Daily Word
Problems- station
A. (Try one
problem a day).

Solve all of the
problems in section c
on page 413 in your
math book.

Are you ready for Math Mayhem? Go to
http://www.learningplanet.com/act/mayhem/
mayhem.asp?sub. Click on Subtraction and
play.
Warning- this game gets loud, so make sure to
turn down the volume.

How many sandwich combinations
can you come up with? Try this at
station C.

Complete section b on How quickly can you figure out the pattern?
Go here to test your smarts:
page 415 in your
http://www.funbrain.com/cracker/index.html
math book.

Can you figure out the mystery number?
1. This two-digit number is less
than 100.
2. The number is odd.
3. The sum of the digits in the
ones place and tens place is 13.
4. The number in the ones place is
less than the number in the tens
place.
The number in the tens place is 2 less
than 10.

1 point

Stay current on
your math words
book. Write each
definition neatly as
we talk about
each word.

“You have brains in your head, you have feet in your shoes.
You can steer yourself in any direction you choose.”
Dr. Seuss

